SALC – Alcohol Module		

OVERVIEW

The format of the 2006 graduate-sibling alcohol module is nearly identical to that of the 2004 graduate alcohol module (see COR 849) including becoming an independent module, the 79% random sub-sample and the four new questions from the M.I.N.I. PLUS 5.0.0.  Because of their similarity to each other, the variable names are equivalent between the WLS graduates and the graduate-siblings substituting 'c' for 'g' as the first letter to facilitate sibling comparisons in this wave as well as previous waves.  The only difference between the two instruments is that siblings who reported zero drinking days in the past month (cu026re) were given an additional follow-up question asking if they had drunk alcohol in the past year (cu125re).

A core set of questions was asked of all respondents whether or not they were included in the sub-sample.  These questions relate to the drinking habits of respondents (variables cu025re, cu026re, cu125re, cu027re, cu028re, cu029re) and if they had ever lived with an alcoholic (variables cu037re, cu038re).  

Further questions about alcoholic symptoms and attitudes about alcohol use are based on the same 79% random sub-sample of respondents as it was in 1993-1994.  Variable cu001re is a flag which equals 1 if respondents were in the sample and 0 if they were not. 

BRIEF VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS

cu001re		Flag if included in sub-sample

cu025re – cu029re	Alcohol use in a typical month

cu030re – cu036re	Selected alcohol symptoms from the G-MAST

cu037re – cu038re	Has Respondent Ever Lived with a problem drinker

cu039re – cu042re	Lifetime alcohol symptoms from the M.I.N.I PLUS 5.0.0

CODING

There are no open ended questions in this module.

PROBLEMS

Calculating the number of drinks per month

One of the most common interviewer notes involved respondents giving a range of drinks or days or offering fractions of drinks.  For those cases who answered in fractions, their answer was rounded to the nearest whole drink.  The exception to this rule is for people who volunteered that they had less than one drink per day.  All of these cases, no matter if they rounded to one or zero, were assigned the missing code -24 on cu027re.  The cases who answered with a range of drinks or dates, were assigned a value of the mean of the range rounded to the nearest whole drink or day. If a respondent replied that they drank everyday in the last month, they were given a value of 31 days on cu026re regardless of the month of interview.  This rule was also used for cu029re - the number of days the respondent drank more than 5 drinks at a time. ??? respondents reported that they only drank a small amount of wine at religious services.  These people were assigned the missing code -25.

Instrument changes
Respondents in the field in October of 2004 did not have a chance to answer cu125re thus they are coded -2 despite otherwise qualifying to answer this question.

The rest of the questions

The great majority of the interviewer notes throughout the rest of the section just offer elaborations on the answer given and therefore do not affect the answers given.  Because most of this section consisted of yes/no answers about personal experiences, there were not a lot of changes I could make.  For don't know responses with interviewer notes, I listened to the audios and in some cases was able to enter a non-missing response when there was no doubt about the intended answer.  

PEOPLE

Carl Frederick – Wrote code to create the analysis variables, checked notes and made corrections to raw data, writing the cor
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